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Title: is very lengthy, must be changed.

Abstract: needs to be more concise and specific. Results section should contain more values.

The authors would benefit by including the following suggestions to strengthen the manuscript:

1. Introduction on COVID-19 with emphasis on its origin and transmission (refer and cite: doi: 10.1136/postgradmedj-2020-138234).

2. Include the role of vaccination (refer and cite: doi: 10.3390/vaccines9101064)

3. Role of vaccine hesitancy (refer and cite: doi: 10.1136/postgradmedj-2021-141365).


4. Include a comparison of support programs in your country/region in comparison with other regions (refer and cite: doi: 10.3389/fpubh.2022.844333)

Statistical analysis, results section:


7. Mention if any limitations were identified in your study and mention the follow up steps for further analysis.

8. Was the research questionnaire validated before distribution?

9. Can the authors include model fit analysis for this study to strengthen the result section?

10. The References are very biased with many been self-citations, the authors should not cite more than 3 articles from their own publications.